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ENJOY!!!
PRIEST
PRELUDE TO THE DECEASED
PART 2
I see Jablonskis minions are still hanging around St. Meldruck.
THE MASTER AWAITS...
SNAP!

SHUNK

HEH
HEH
HEH

I'M READY, JAABLONG

LET THE NIGHTMARE BEGIN!
IN IUDICIAM ...

ET CONDEMNATIONEM ...

URRCH

SED PRO TUA PIETATE PROSIT MIHI

URRCH

URRCH
WOOSH
SAINT....

...BALDAS...
A lot of people come through St. Baudlas. The train station should be bustling.

That’s weird...
ARE THOSE... THE TOWNSPEOPLE?
IT'S JUST AS I FEARED

THIS WHOLE THING IS SOMEHOW CONNECTED ""

WHERE ALL THEY ALL HEADED?
IT'S COMING FROM THE TOWN!

MY GOD. IT'S HIM!!

I WAS WAITING FOR YOUR BLESSED ARRIVAL PILGRIM

YOU CAME EARLIER THAN I EXPECTED.
IT'S NOT HARD TO TRACK...

...THE ROTTING STENCH OF YOUR FLOCK.
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ENJOY!!!
IT IS HIM. I KNEW HE WAS STILL ALIVE!

BUT WHAT WORRIES ME...

...IS WHAT THE HELL HAPPENED TO THIS TOWN?
Ivan Isaacs...

I know you well.

But do you...

Know me?

Heh heh heh.

You hold no secrets from me.

I know you better than you know yourself.

Jahailong.
The Eleventh Disciple of the Unholy Sabbath

Servant of Temozânela

You desecrate the land of St. Mildlas.

The Eleventh Holy Place

Paving the way for your master’s return

I see you know of my master’s plans...

But you too have a master to serve.
I have a master, yes, but my plans are my own.

I will slay the twelve disciples in the circle.

And when I've finished with you, I'm coming after your master Temozarela.

I will destroy him—erase all signs of his existence.
My fight is nothing so noble as duty.

On a mission.

Shink!

Whew...

It is a burning desire.

I want to make you all suffer as much as I did.

Your sermon has become tiresome.

This mass is a holy ceremony.

It is not to be interrupted.

Heh heh heh.

Well, don't let me stop you.
YOU PRETEND TO BE THE SHEPHERD, BUT YOU ARE THE WOLF!

CHRISTE QUOD

EGO INDIGNUS SUMERE...

...PRAESUME NON MIni PROVENIAT.

VENI

GRAN

GRAN!!
Was it not enough to turn your flanks into pieces of rotting meat? Now you send them like lambs to the slaughter?

Quite the contrary.

They are the Holy Elect...
CHOS
EN
BY
LORD
TEM
COZARELA
HI
MSE
HIMSELF

...TO
PURIFY
THIS
SACRED
GROUND.

THEY
LIVE
BY
THE
WORD
AND
OUR
LORD
HAS
REWARDED
THEM
WITH
ETERNAL
LIFE.

EACH
OF
THEM
IS
A
BRICK
IN
THE
TOWER
OF
THE
ONE
TRUE
DOGMA.

NOT
EVEN
THE
GOD
YOU
ONCE
WORSHIPPED
OFFERS
SUCH
BLESSINGS
TO
HIS
CHILDREN.

LET
ME
GET
THIS
STRAIGHT

CLICK

CLICK

THEY'RE
LIKE
CRUSADE
ERS
NIGHT?

HA!
HA!
HA!

CRUSADE
ERS
WITH
FORGOTTEN
NAMES

TO
BE
SACRIFICE
DE
IN
YOUR
HOLY
WAR

YOU
UNDER
STAND
MY
WORK
TOO
WELL
IVAN
I respect a man with dedication so I'll tell you what.

How about I put your name first on the list?
As you said, our duty is to stain the holy place with blood...

...and complete the circle of the unholy sabbath.

But there is one thing you didn't get right—we aren't going to fight a war...

The war has already been waged and we have won!

Make no mistake, Lord Temozarela is coming.
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ENJOY!!!
This isn't about good and evil...

Life and death. They are irrelevant now.

Life and death.

I stopped making the distinction.

A long time ago.
THOUGH THEIR BODIES ROT...

THEIR SOULS ARE STILL CONSCIOUS
THEIR ANGUISH AND THEIR HUNGER IS NEVER ENDING...

...BUT THEIR SOULS ARE STILL THEIR OWN.

HOW ABOUT YOU, IVAN?

THE SOUL THAT MOVES YOUR BODY AND FUELS YOUR ANGER...

... IS IT YOUR OWN? OR ARE YOU--

SHUT UP!!
The only reason my body exists is to destroy you!!!
The war isn't over as long as I still stand. That is what I was put here to do.

Ha, Ha, Ha!

Do you really believe that, Ivan?
I KNOW YOU DOUBT YOUR OWN EXISTENCE.

YOU KNOW ONLY HATRED AND RAGE...

...AND YET YOU DON'T EVEN KNOW IF...

...THAT HATRED AND RAGE EVEN YOUR OWN...

IF WHAT YOU FEAR IS TRUE IVAN...

...YOU ARE NOTHING BUT A FLESH SHELL...

...WITH A DEAD SOUL INSIDE...
Soul? I don't give a damn about the soul.

What matters is that I have a body with which to fight you. Even if it is a hunk of rotten flesh.
I DON'T CARE IF MY SOUL IS STAINED.

MY BODY IS MINE OWN.

WHEN MY JOB IS DONE, I'LL SEE YOU IN HELL.
HEH HEH HEH

YOU SPEAK WELL, JANBILONG.
BUT YOU'RE NO BETTER
THAN ME.

AT LEAST I HAVE A
BODY OF MY OWN.

IN FACT I'M A LOT
BETTER OFF
ALL THINGS
CONSIDERED.
HEH HEH, HEH FINE SENTIMENTS I'M SURE YOUR MASTER WOULD BE PROUD

BUT I'M NOT GOING TO LET THAT GET IN MY WAY

IT JUST MEANS THAT I WILL HAVE TO KILL OVER AND OVER AGAIN

UNTIL ALL OF YOUR BODIES HAVE BEEN DESTROYED
Meh meh meh fine sentiments I'm sure your master would be proud.

But I'm not going to let that get in my way.

It just means that I will have to kill over and over again.

Until all of your bodies have been destroyed.
THAT’S ENOUGH, IVAN.

PLEASE, DON’T SPILL ANY MORE BLOOD.

LET ME HELP YOU, IVAN.

I WILL STOP YOUR ENDLESS PAIN.
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RELAX...

LET ME HELP YOU.
LET'S GO BACK...

...TO THE TIME...

...THAT MOST WONDERFUL TIME...

...WHEN WE WERE TOGETHER.
GENA...

CAN YOU REALLY TAKE ME BACK TO THAT TIME?
IVAN! RETURN TO YOUR SENSES!

HE WHO OWNS YOUR SOUL COMMANDS IT!
HYUCK!

ARRARGH!!!

DRIP

DRIP

DRIP

The guilt you feel, Ivan...

...will never leave you.

The voice that you hear...

...will not help you.
I know about the owner of the other half of your soul.

The Lord of Darkness Belial!!!

So I think it's safe to assume...

Your silver blade is fatal to us.

...that it's poison to you too, Ivan.

For like us, you too...

...are not human!
I ALREADY TOLD YOU

I DON'T GIVE A DAMN ABOUT MY SOUL

ALL I WANT IS TO SEE YOU AND YOUR FLOCK

HACKED INTO A THOUSAND BLOODY PIECES

AND WHEN I'M THROUGH WITH YOU I'LL HUNT DOWN THE NEXT LINK IN THE CIRCLE

UNTIL NONE REMAIN WHO REMEMBER THE NAME TEMOZARELA
IYAN...

LET'S GO BACK...

...TO OUR TIME.

WE DO NOT BELONG HERE.
LET'S GO BACK....

DO YOU REMEMBER THE TIME... WHEN WE WERE IN LOVE?

IT'S TOO LATE

I CAN'T GO BACK IT'S TOO LATE

CAN'T YOU SEE THAT?
Any more surprises?

I'm tired of your games.
I see that a little fire still burns inside your body.

What about it?

Perhaps you're still part human after all.

Either way, I'm still going to kill you.

Well, you're just a human being...

What harm could you possibly do to me?
AAAAARRRAGH!!!
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ENJOY!!!
SHERIFF, HERE!

FEDERAL MARSHALS BY THE LOCKS OF IT.
GODDAM SECRET ESCORT...

Serves them right for not trusting us!

Damn fools!

TINK

That Rebel Angel Gang...

This time they've gone too far.

All this destruction to rescue their leader, Lizzie.
Hey, Ed!

Yes, sir?

How many marshals were on this train?

Four, at least that's what... the clerk at the station said.

Four, eh?

Four marshals against a few bandits, how could they have overturned the train?

There are dead rebel angels everywhere.

It doesn't make sense.
 Doesn't look like any of them angels made it off this train alive.

Are you sayin'...?

Certainly looks that way.

But with just four marshals, it doesn't add up.

Then...

It must have been an internal conflict.

After they risked it all on this rescue? I don't think so.

No, there had to have been someone else.

Whoever it is...

I'd wager he's neither a gang member nor a marshal.
Hey, boss!

What is it? Pull it out so I can see.

Damn it's heavy.

Take a look at this!

Ugh! It's disgusting!

I don't know what that thing is...

What... what the hell is it?

But if I'm right, it's the key to what's behind this massacre.
My believers are pleased with their supper.

It's been so long since they've tasted fresh meat.

RIP!

Ugh!

Up
HEH
HEH
HEH
HEH

YOU ARE A VERY INTRIGUING MAN

IVAN

GLUG GLUG GLUG

Ahh

TELL

YOU ABANDONED GOD OF YOUR OWN FREE WILL

BUT NOW YOU SEEK HIS SALVATION?

HOW AMUSINGLY IRONIC.

GRASP
AHHAGGH

THE SAME GOD WHO IGNORED YOUR PAIN...

... ALL THOSE YEARS AGO.

DO YOU REALLY BELIEVE HE WILL SAVE YOU, EVEN WHEN YOU FORGET HIS NAME?

TAKE A LOOK AROUND IVAN. WHAT DO YOU SEE?

GOD HAS WASHED HIS HANDS OF THIS PLACE.

I CAME TO ST. LOUIS ONE MONTH AGO.

AND SINCE I BEGAN TO PREPARE FOR LORD TEMOZA'S RETURN... GOD HASN'T MADE ONE ATTEMPT TO STOP ME. NOT ONE.
Do you know what human beings think about when they are in pain?

GOD?

No! They call out God's name...

But deep inside their souls...

...they curse the God who gave them the capacity to feel pain.

At the moment of pain, anyone can be a God to them.

Good or evil, it matters not so long as it stops the pain.
THOSE THAT HAVE ABANDONED GOD NEED GUIDANCE.

LORD TEMOZARELA OFFERS THAT GUIDANCE. HE LEADS US TO THE SABBATH.

AN END TO PAIN...

LOOK AT HOW EAGER THEY ARE TO FOLLOW!

- LOOK AT HOW THEY HUNGER!
SOP
IS
THE
ONE
WHO
BLESSED
MANKIND
WITH PAIN.
IT IS THE
DARKNESS
WHICH OFFERS
SOLACE FROM
SUFFERING.

IN HIS
SEVEN
DAYS
NEVER
DID GOD
CREATE
GOOD AND
EVIL.

THESE
NAMES
WERE
APPLIED
AFTER THE
FACT WHEN
GOD FELT
HIS POWER
THREATENED.

ANIMAL
EXISTENCE
INSTINCT
AND GREED
WITHOUT
THE
PRETENSE
OF A
MORAL
AUTHOR.

GOD IS THE
ONE WHO
BLESSED
MANKIND
WITH PAIN.
IT IS THE
DARKNESS
WHICH OFFERS
SOLACE FROM
SUFFERING.

IN HIS
SEVEN
DAYS
NEVER
DID GOD
CREATE
GOOD AND
EVIL.

THESE
NAMES
WERE
APPLIED
AFTER THE
FACT WHEN
GOD FELT
HIS POWER
THREATENED.

ANIMAL
EXISTENCE
INSTINCT
AND GREED
WITHOUT
THE
PRETENSE
OF A
MORAL
AUTHOR.

THE TRUE
SCRIPTURES
DO NOT
DISTINGUISH
BETWEEN
GOOD AND
EVIL.

ANIMAL
EXISTENCE
INSTINCT
AND GREED
WITHOUT
THE
PRETENSE
OF A
MORAL
AUTHOR.

THE UNHOLY
SABBATH...
THIS IS
WHAT LORD
TEMORAZELA
HAS PROMISED
US. IT IS TRUE
SALVATION
THAT WE
SEEK.
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ENJOY!!!
THEY... THEY ARE EATING HIM ALIVE!
THEY'VE STOPPED FIGHTING EACH OTHER.

THAT MAN...

HE ACTS AS IF HE'S FEEDING A PACK OF WILD DOGS.

I'VE GOT TO GET OUT OF HERE!
ARE YOU LOST MY CHILD?

THIS IS HOLY GROUND TRESPASSERS ARE FORBIDDEN
THIS...

...IS NOT GOOD

WHAT IS GOING ON?
I CAN'T MOVE!!!

그리고
But as long as you're here consider yourself our guest. We're always eager to take a lost lamb into our fold.

...what's wrong? You're shaking!
YOUR FACE... CAN IT BE...?

HAHAHAHA

WHAT A DELICIOUS COINCIDENCE.

HEH HEH HEH

DO YOU KNOW...
... YOU BEAR A STRIKING RESEMBLANCE TO THE LOST LOVE...

... FROM OUR TORMENTED FRIEND'S DARK PAST...

THIS MUST ALSO BE AN OMEM

THE IMAGE OF GENA...

... APPEARING BEFORE IVAN'S SECOND DEATH...
THE TWO OF YOU SUFFERING TOGETHER IN HELL...

...TWICE IN A LIFETIME.

WHAT... WHAT IS HE TALKING ABOUT?

I... I'M NOT GENA.

WHAT AM I GOING TO DO?

I CAN'T MOVE MY HAND!

DOMINE LESU

***CHRISTE QUOD***

***EGO INDIGNUS***

***NON MINI PROVENIAT***

LET THOSE WHO FOLLOW THE DOGMA OF DARKNESS FEAST UPON YOUR FLESH!
WHAT
TRICK-
ERY
IS
THIS?!
WHAT WAS THAT?

IT FELT LIKE I WAS STABBED BUT NOTHING WAS THERE!

NOO!

KOFF!

KOFF!

IVAN!

HOW DID YOU...?

SO IT'S TRUE

THE HEADS OF THE BELIEVERS WHEN BAPTIZED WITH BLOOD ARE SHACKLED TO THEIR PREACHER.

KILL THE HEAD AND THE BODY DIES WITH IT. DO YOU KNOW WHAT THIS MEANS?
As you said, I am no longer a servant of God.

I need not play by his rules.
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THE NEXT CHAPTER IS HUGE, SO IT'LL BE SPLIT INTO 2 PARTS, OR SOMETHING.

ENJOY!!!
WHAT'S WRONG, JABILONG?

HASN'T TEMPOZARELA GIVEN YOU THAT ABILITY?

WHY DON'T YOU CALL FOR MORE OF YOUR PUPPETS?

KOFF! KOFF!
IVAN...

YOU SURPRISE ME...

DO YOU REALLY THINK I'D COME ALL THIS WAY JUST TO DESPOIL FOOR FOR YOUR PECKISHNESS OF A CONGREGATION?

MY PAIN IS TOO GREAT.

THINK AGAIN.

TO GIVE UP NOW.

THIS HOLY SITE...

...MUST NOT BE DISTURBED!

HIO MA
BAIMA
UNCHITA

우로구
우로구
URUNU
PUSHIKEN.
KOFF
KOFF

I should have known...

With the power you've gained from darkness...

But your corporeal form must have its weaknesses...

You don't have our same limitations of the flesh.

I have none.

My body has already been through hell.
HEH HEH... TIME WILL TELL...

KOFF

KOFF

WHAT'S GOING ON?

I DIDN'T GIVE YOU ENOUGH CREDIT...

THANKS TO YOUR LITTLE TRICK...

... MY BODY IS REDUCED TO ITS FORMER MORTAL STATE.

I'M SORRY I WOULDN'T HAVE Warned us that you might prove difficult.

YOU ARE THE ONLY ONE CAPABLE OF BREAKING THE CIRCLE.

OF COURSE THEY WOULD BE... THEY ARE THE GIFTS OF BELIAL HIMSELF. GIFTS... OR CURSE?

YOUR POWERS ARE STRONG.

WHO IS MORE EVIL IN THE END—WE WHO FOLLOW A SACRED DOGMA... OR YOU, A PUPPET OF THE DEVIL?
I think you know the answer, Ivan. And you know why I must stop you.

I cannot let you leave the site alive.

Those sound like the words of a desperate dying man.

We have sworn to protect the circle.

Even unto death...

!!
BLEH

BLEH

UUHHA

SOMETHING’S NOT RIGHT. HE’S HUMAN...

THE... THE PAIN!!!

IT BURNS!!!

WHAT’S HAPPENING TO ME?!

WHO... WHAT ARE THESE PEOPLE?!

PLEASE HELP ME!

I CAN’T TAKE IT ANYMORE.

KOFF KOFF
DEAR GOD, MAKE THE PAIN STOP!

HELP ME, PLEASE...

IT'S TOO LATE TO ASK FOR GOD'S HELP!

YOU CLOSED THAT DOOR AS I DID.

WHY ARE YOU TALKING ABOUT? PLEA-- BLEH!
I took this body when it was just 19 years old.

He was a man of the cloth, but his soul was weak.

He was the perfect host...

...to serve my mission.

But the time for hiding is over.

Behold the true power of Temoz-Arela!
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THIS CHAPTER IS BROKEN INTO 2 PARTS
ENJOY!!!
CRICK

CRICK

KNOW ABOUT YOUR KIND JARLING!

YOU PREACHERS ARE BOUND TO YOUR MORTAL BODIES

WHEN THE FLESH DIES

YOUR SPIRIT LOSES ITS FOOTHOLD IN THIS WORLD
Until my master makes this his domain.

We are bound by the rules of the creator.

But I have all the time I need to take care of you!

Yes, I do not have much time left in this world.

I suppose you're counting on taking me with you.
MY PILGRIMAGE IS FAR FROM OVER! JARULONG!

THE DAYS OF HEAVEN AND HELL ARE NO MORE!

LONG LIVE LORD TENOZ-ARELA!

YOU'LL JUST HAVE TO GO TO HELL WITHOUT ME!
AAAGHH!

IS THIS HOW YOU FELT

... WHEN YOU WERE NAILED TO THE CROSS, IVAN?
WHY did I have eyes?

THAT I MIGHT SEE your AGONY!
UGH!

K-K-KREEK!

KOFF

KOFF
Aaaagh!!

Hrrraah!!
KEEEAH!
SO, IVAN...
YOUR BODY DOES HAVE ITS LIMITS.

HA! HA! HA! H-A!

FLESH IS FLESH...

AND YOU ARE NO EXCEPTION.

MY BODY WITHERS ALSO...

THE END HAS COME.
BELIAL!

HE'S JUST A SHADOW

HE IS NOTHING BUT A SPIRIT SEALED WITHIN IVAN.

HE FEEDS ON IVAN'S RAGE AND LENDS HIS POWER

...AS NEEDED.
I see.

His feud... with Lord Temoz Arela as well.

Ivan still has free will but in time...

Then...

The shadow will consume him from within.

...which one is the real threat?
Body and soul...

Both are our enemy...

...and both are a threat...

...for they are one!

....
THE MOON GLOWS BLOODY RED.

LORD TEMOZARELA FORTOLD THE COMING OF THE ONE...

...WHO WOULD FLOOD THE EARTH WITH BLOOD.

SO THE PROPHECY IS NOW COMING TO PASS...
...and the heretic who walks along the circle...

"...will consecrate the earth in a baptism of blood."
THE EARTH STAINED RED...

..FROM HIS HATRED

HE IS A SLAVE TO HIS SOUL!
THE SACRIFICE OF HIS SOUL...

...WILL SAVE THIS WORLD FROM THE LIGHT!

WEE YAI!
WHAT JUST HAPPENED? I CAN'T FEEL A THING.

IS IT SHOCK AFTER SEEING A DEVIL...?

...OR DID I UNDERESTIMATE MY OWN FEAR OF HIM...

... WHO IS NEITHER HUMAN NOR DEVIL?
WE DISCIPLES ARE BUT Pawns IN THE MASTER'S HOLY WAR

WE NEED NOT UNDERSTAND ALL THAT THE MASTER HAS IN STORE FOR US.

I JUST WISH...

I KNEW...

WHAT ROLE HE HAS PLANNED FOR YOU.
AS ARMAND SAID, YOU HOLD THE POWER OF DARKNESS...

BUT THAT CANNOT COMPARE WITH THE NIGHT OF LORD TENOZA REL-A!

AND YET...

HE MUST...

...HE MUST HAVE GREAT PLANS FOR YOU.

WHY?

WHAT DOES THE FUTURE HOLD FOR YOU?
I SUPPOSE ONLY YOU AND THE MASTER WILL KNOW THE ANSWER!
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THAT'S THE END OF VOLUME 03, WATCH FOR VOLUME 03.
ENJOY!!!
THEY'RE FADING AWAY.

EVEN THE BRIGHTEST MEMORIES.

AS MY RAGE AND HATRED GROW STRONGER...
...I feel like I've become a beast whose only purpose is to kill.

...I hold onto those memories that remind me that I am human.

And so...

But if those memories should fade away...
WHAT

... WILL I BECOME?
NOT EVEN THE DIVINE LIGHT CAN ILLUMINATE MY DARKNESS.
Okay, men!

Arm yourselves, we're going into town!

Boss?

Let's clean up this mess.
...!

IS IT ONE OF THE TOWN-FOLK?

...I CAN'T BE!

OH MY GOD!

SHERIFF!

LOOK AT THE CHURCH!

MY GOD!

WHAT THE HELL IS THAT?
THE TRAIN...

AND NOW THIS...

BOSS?

WHAT EVER CAUSED THE MESS ON THAT TRAIN...

HAS GOTTA BE BEHIND THIS

BUT I DON'T GET IT, ED

WHO OR WHAT COULD HAVE DONE ALL THIS?
YOU'RE NOT THIS.

A SURVIVOR?!

HUH?!

IT'S HER!

WELL I'LL BE!

YOU'RE NOT GONNA BELIEVE THIS.

WE FOUND A SURVIVOR!

IT'S THE LEADER OF THE REBEL ANGELS!!!